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Abstract 

Ab s tr ac t 

At Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering, the Control 
group of the section Fundamental Research conducts, as the name suggests, research in the 
field of control. This covers the modelling and identification of mechanical systems as well as 
the actual development of control strategies and algorithms. 

Alithoiagh simulation of system behaviour is useful as an initial tool, fio shulator incorporates 
all real-world phenomena like influences of temperature, maintenance or unpredictably v+g 
parameters. The predictive value of simulations decreases whem unmodelled dynamics becomes 
more significant so, if possible, one should always check simulation results by validation with 
experiments. 

For this purpose the Control group has its own laboratory with experimental systems such as 
an XY-table. These experimental systems are fully documented and their models and parmeter 
values are validated. For the research presented in th is report an experimental RT-robot of 
another group in the Department of Mechanical Engineering was used because this system 
promised some interesting challenges for controllers. The RT-robot's design accidentally 
incorporates fiction, back-lash and flexibility in the transmission of the turntable. 

It soon became clear that the modelling of the RT-robot was far from complete. The amplifiers 
for example did not behave as documented while a number of parameter values lacked physical 
validation or were improperly identified. Hence, it was decided to rebuild the experimental 
environment. This covers validation, or development, of models for the peripheral devices and 
the RT-robot itself as well as parameter identification. The expehent software has also been 
changed to the in-house developed TCE software which is much more versatile. For both the 
plug-in simulator and the experimental circumstances, trajectory tracking performance of a 
straight5orward PD-like controller is presented as a reference for more complex controllers. 
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Introduction 

1.  Introduction 

When we started the research presented in this report we believed that we would be working 
with a fully operational experimental RT-robot. From earlier research it was understood that 
the model of the RT-robot was verified and that all parameter values were identified. 
The idea was to develop adaptive controllers that would be able to handle direction dependent 

After studying the available information on the RT-robot it became clear that there was hardly 
any consensus about parameter values such as masses and viscous damping terms. Apart from 
this, when parameters were presented there was little physical reasoning to substantiate their 
existence or their magnitude. It was thus decided to firstly focus our attention on a suitable 
identification process. 

After simulations in which some identification methods were tried out it was, of course, 
necessary to validate their usefulness on the actual RT-robot. The experimental setup however 
was partly stripped. A few cables were broken, the measurement system interface boards were 
not installed anymore and the host computer was out of order. The attention now had to be 
focussed on building up the experimental environment again. 

As the controlling computer and experiment software were deemed to be too slow it was 
decided to replace the computer with a faster model and implement the in-house developed TCE 
experiment software. 

The purpose of the research presented in this report is to provide a solid, verifiable, basis for 
further research. In order to control the RT-robot we not only need a mathematical model of the 
robot itself but it is also necessary to have a good understanding of all other system 
components. Chapter 2 deals with models for peripheral devices such as amplifiers and DA- 
converters. The modelling of the RT-robot is presented in Chapter 3. The model found is not 
complex but adequate to describe all significant dynamics. Parameter values such as masses, 
Coulomb friction and the constants of the torsional spring and damper which represent the 
flexible transmission are identified. We have used a number of identification methods to veri@ 
the parameter values found and thus prevent errors in the identification process. 
In Chapter 4 we present a reduced model which is used to develop controllers. This reduced 
model is necessary because we want to develop a straightforward controller which cannot 
handle the extra degree of freedom caused by the flexible transmission. Based on physical 
limitations a PD-like controller is developed and the achieved results with respect to trajectory 
tracking are presented. In Chapter 5 a brief overview of TCE and the programs developed is 
given. 

a d  time vaq+lg cûü:ûmb &Id MSCSÙS f;';ctiûn. 
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2. Modelling Peripheral Devices 

2.1 Introduction 
In order to control the RT-robot we not only need a mathematical model of the robot itself but it 
is also necessary to have a good understanding of all other system components. This 
comprehension should of course be quantizised and has to result in verified models. We will 
follow the path of a control signal and discuss the peripherals in the same oráer as the control 
signal encounters them. Strictly spoken the measurement system should not be inchded here 
because it does not influence the control signal. However, since the measurement system is also 
a peripheral device we discuss it here. 

2.2 DA Converters 
Since the amplifiers require voltages as input signals, the digital values which are generated by 
the computer have to be converted to analog voltages. This conversion is done by digital to 
analog converters which in this case are part of a DATA TRANSLATION DT28 1 1 board. 
Detailed information about the DT28 1 1 board can be found in the DATA TRANSLATION 
documentation [i]. 

This board provides two independent channels which are capable of a troughput of up to 
50 Khz. This should be more than enough for our purposes (typical sampling rate is something 
in the order of 1 Khz). Both channels are jumpered for an bipolar output range of 2 5 J? 
D/A conversion on the DT28 1 1 is straightforward. Firstly the low byte of the I 2  bit digital data 
is loaded to the low byte register of the selected channel. As soon as the high byte is then 
clocked in in the high byte register, the D/A conversion starts. 

The input output relation of the D/A converters in the configuration used is as follows: 

UDAC = KDAC (CODE - CODEOKQSET) 

in which the output voltage is in the range o f f  5 Y, K&c = 2.44 mV, CODE is the 
hexadecimal input value between 0x000 and 0xFFF and the offset value, CODEOKQS~ , is 
0x800. In decimal terms this means that with an input value of 4095 the output voltage is just 
below 5 V, input value O generates an output of -5 Yand the ofiset vaiue is 2048. 

The disadvantage of the aforementioned offset value, which is inherent to the bipolar output 
range, is that, when powered on, the converter registers contain value 0 which means a minus 
full scale output voltage. This voltage is then amplified and sent to the actuators, resulting in 
full acceleration of the KT robot. This bas been overcome by a little C program but to achieve 
it's desired goal the computer should always be switched on before the amplifiers. 

After the required calibration of the converters the relation between input value and output 
voltage has been verified. Apart ftom the fact that the gain is less than stated the relation is 
correct and thus linear within the whole range. Quantative results are not presented here but in 
the paragraph concerning the amplifiers. 

For the sake of completeness it is mentioned that, because the output range of the D/A 
converters is f 5 Y while the amplifiers require an input voltage in the range o f f  15 Y , an 
additional ampifier with a fixed gain is used. The mentioned deviation in the gain can also be 
attributed to this amplifier. 
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2.3 Digital In-put Port 
The digital I/O subsystem of the DT28 1 1 board provides an interface for the transfer of digital 
data between the PC bus and one or more peripheral devices. Of this subsystem the digital 
input port is used to determine the status of the HALL switches. These IIALL switches are 
positioned in such a way that they generate a signal when the RT robot is close to the edges of 
the working area. Since each switch sets another bit in the DI0 register the use of bit-masks 
enables the user to take appropriate action. In this implementation the HALL switches are used 
te ix&&ze ?he mezmrement system and also act as end effectors. 

2.4 Amplifiers 
The power amplifiers are required to ampli@ the output voltage of the D/A converters to the 
required levels for the amplifiers. The BBC 05LV05.. series amplifiers not only carry out this 
task but have various other features such as a current limiter which protects the motor. 
Another characteristic of the amplifiers is that they also incorporate a regulator board. 
Detailed information about the amplifiers can be found in [Z] . 

Since it was understood from prior research that this regulator board was not used (anymore) 
no particular attention was paid to it at first. A few inexplicable matters changed this attitude. 
From moving the robot by hand it became clear that, when the amplifiers were switched on, the 
actuators resisted movement and even 'corrected' this by moving in the opposite direction. The 
first step responses neither were what you would expect: it seemed as if some PD-like regulator 
was at work. Reasons enough to look at the regulator board in detail. 

The circuitry of the regulator board provides two paths for the input voltage to get at the power 
section. Each of these paths acts as some sort of speed regulator. See Figure 2. I or Appendix 
A for a photocopy of the regulator circuitry. 

I I 

C i  
(feedback) 

(feedforward) I 

t 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Speed regulator 
Ril OR' (IR compensation) 

B I BBC 76 7354 E 

Figure 2. I : Wiring components of the speed regulator. 
Link c-a: Tacho control. 
Link b-a: IR compensation. 
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2.4.1 Tacho control 
The speed regulator compares the set point voltage for the required speed with the actual 
voltage delivered by the tacho generator. Any difference between set point and actual value, 
caused by a different set point value or disturbances such as load surges, results in a change in 
voltage at the output of the regulator which controls the driving stage of the power section. 

Control characteristics are set by the factory but can be altered by changing circuit 
components (a resistor represents the proportional gain while a capacitor can be either a 
differentiator vi  ai integïatûï, íkpcü&ig ûii the wiïiig). 

2.4.2 Armature voltage feedback with IR compensation 
For a DC motor the, simplified, relation between input voltage and angular velocity is 

U' = R.IN ì- KE .U 

in which UN is the nominal input voltage, R the terminal resistance, I.. the rated current, KE 
the EMF constant and u the angular velocity. As the armature voltage in the motor, U N ,  is 
proportional to the actual speed the armature voltage can be used for speed regulation. 
However, depending on the load on the motor, different currents flow through the motor 
causing differing voltage drops R.&. This error is overcome by so-called IR compensation. To 
do this the armature current is measured using a shunt in the power section of the amplifier and 
the voltage drop is fed to an operational amplifier. 

The conclusion is that the regulator board will always cause undesired active circuitry. 
Although there are some advantages, such as the compensation of Coulomb friction, Coriolis 
and centrigugal forces, speed control does not suit our purpose, being pure torque control. 
Therefore, we had to fínd a simple way to circumvent some parts of the circuitry. 

Although not clear from the schematic picture the tacho control part was most easily 
modifiable. By bridging R32 ,RI , C4 , Ci the Pm-like controller was cut out. What remained 
was a potential divider (not shown in picture) with 

V = Vmp. (P4 f R7 i- R I S )  . (P4 i- R7 i- RIS ì- RI?)-' ~ 0 . 4  V ~ F  

However, we will need the entire input range o f f  15 V for the power section. By bridging the 
circuitry partly (C, ), the potential divider has been cut out as well. 

Now that the amplifiers are reduced to pure power amplifiers we can determine the input 
output relations for the system so far (DA converters, fixed gain amplifier and power 
amplifier). For a set of input values for the DA converters the corresponding output voltages of 
the amplifiers have been measured. This resulted in the first order relation (see Figure 2.2): 

U,, = KAu (CODE -  CODE^^^^) i- Uo, 

in which UOUT is the output voltage of the amplifier, KAu the overall gain, (CODE - 
CODE0msm ) the DA input value and UO, the offset voltage. 

The parameter values are given in the following table. 

Parameter I Rotation I Translation 
KALL I 0.031 ( V I  I -0.031 ( V I  
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80 1 

-80 I I 
-2000 -ism -1ooo -500 o 5w inon isno 2000 

DA value [ 1 

Tigure 2.2.a: Amplifier used for rotation. Figure 2.2.b: Amplifier used for translation. 
' 

ïhe offset voltages were to be expected since zero input still results in some velocity and 
3ecause there is a distinct difference in realized speed when the sign of an input value is 
changed. The negative gradient of the input-output relation for the translation is just a matter 
of polarity. The polarity has been inverted because we want the input signal and the motion of 
the robot to have the same sign. 

As can be seen in Figure 2.2 the amplifiers are not linear in the input values for values close to 
the outer limits of the range but it wasn't deemed necessary to use a nonlinear model. 

2.5 Actuators 
In many applications motor dynamics can be neglected since the time constants and parameters 
are small. In this case, however, the significant parameters are small but due to the large gear 
ratios the influence of actuator dynamics is considerable. 
Detailed information about the actuators can be found in BBC documentation [3] and [4]. 

For a DC motor the relation between input voltage and angular velocity is 

UN = R.IN + KE .U + L dIN/dt 

in which UN is the nominal input voltage, R the terminal resistance, IN the rated current, KE 
the EMF constant, u the angular velocity and L the self-induction of the rotor. 

If internal damping and friction are neglected, the linear relation between generated torque and 
the armature current is 

MN = J m  = KT IN 

with actuator load Jand torque constant K T .  

Values for the motor parameters are: R = O. 46 [a], KT = O. 244 I;"rm/A, KE = O. 244 
~ s í r a d ]  and L < 1 00 [@J. 

The relation between UN and u is given by 

L J  R J  
UN =--Cii+-h+KE~ 

KT KT 

4KE KT L 
so a second order system with time constants 

2 L  2 L  
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4KE KT L 
<<l. Therefore, the time constants are 

R ~ J  
Under practical circumstances 

R J  L 

As the time constant TZ is very small the second order system can be reduced to a first order 
system. Hence, the actuator dynamics can be adequately described by 

V k T  
LLT L L E  

Y 

cr) 
T M ,  =-u, -- 

R R 

Although the motor documentation gives no information on that effect, brush contact loss has 
been reported by other researchers. This voltage loss UB is believed to be 

UB = 1.8 sign(&) p] 
and has the same physical meaning as back-lash since in the input range f 1.8 Yon, is not able 
to control the robot. From the first reponses it is not clear whether this loss occurs or not so 
we'll have to try and identify this phenomenon later on. 

2.6 Measurement system 
The measurement system comprises four HEIDE" encoders, one optical encoder and one 
motor encoder per coordinate, and two E D E N "  IK 1 1 O interface boards. 

In earlier research only one of the interface boards was used, together with the optical 
encoders. The actuator encoder is mounted on the motoraxis and the optical encoder for the 
rotational direction is positioned on the turntable. Therefore, due to flexibilities, there is a 
distinct difference between the readings of the encoders. It was decided to monitor all four 
encoders although one could leave out the actuator encoder for the translational direction as 
there is no flexiblity in this direction. 

For detailed information we refer to the H E D ~ N "  documentation [5] but a few 
characteristics of the IK1 1 O board are worth mentioning here. 

Each of the encoders has its own signal period but with the help of electronic interpolation the 
resolution can be enhanced by a factor of 50. Furthermore, the edges ofthe square wave 
signals are counted but, since the counter is able to register the falling and the rising edge on 
both the 0 "and 90 o signals, a total of four edges can be detected per cycle. This means that 
the resolution of the encoder can be made 200 times larger then it's signal period. 
An interesting feature of the optical encoders is that they generate reference pulses which could 
be used to initialize the measurement system and to start and stop the measurements always ai 
the same position of the robot. Reference signals have not been used in this implementation 
because we are not interested in 'absolute' measurements and because the optical encoder of the 
turntable generates more than one reference signal. The following subsections give some 
information on the encoders. 

2.6.1 Translational measurement system 
The motor encoder is of the type ROD 450 with 1 O00 [countshev.] so the signal period is 
2n/lOOO [rad]. The optical encoder is a LS 5 13 with 2.5e# [counts/m] and thus a signal 
period of #e" [m]. 
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2.6.2 Rotational measurement system 
The motor encoder is of the type ROD 450 with 1000 [countdrev.] so the signal period is 
212/1000 [rad]. The optical encoder is a LIDA 360 with 20200 [counts/rev.] with a signal 
period of 0. 1 [mm] which means that the diameter of the flexible scale is 2020/n [mm]. 

The signal periods seem to be large but as stated above they are reduced by a factor of 200 by 
the 4 fold counting and the 50 fold interpolation. By comparing the readings of the actuator 
encoders and optical encoders it is very easy to verify the gear ratios that can also be computed 
from georn&icai dab. 

RT Control: Back to Square One 7 
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3. RT Dynamics 

3. I Introduction 
Quite a large number of models have been proposed by earlier researchers but they have not 
really checked which model would be adequate to describe the dynamics of the RT-robot. 
Obviously, a model has to incorporate all significant dynamics but on the other hand the model 
should not be too compiex. Using a weii defined compiex model, one would expect higheï 
accuracy. However, due to the complexity it would require considerable coniputing power ar,d 
decrease the achievable sample rate, and the bandwidth of the controller. Hence, accuracy 
might even decrease. Apart from the necessary validation of the proposed models it is also 
necessary to identify all model parameters since, so far, there seems to be no consensus about 
their values. In the next sections we present the equations of motion, for their derivation we 
refer to Appendix B, and some methods to identify the model parameters. 

I U 

Figure 3. I :  Schematic drawing of the RT-robot 

3.2 Translation 
The equation of motion in the generalized coordinate x is given by 

in which ,u 4 is the centrifùgal force, b, . X the damping force and WX the Coulomb friction 
force. The input force Fx , inertia parameter p and an estimate for the inertia parameter m are 
defined by 

KT F, = i, -Um 
R 

,u=ax-p 
2 m=a+i ,  JAT 

where the gear ratio ix x250 [radm] , the motor inertia JAT ~ 1 . 3 6  e-3 bgm2 J and U, is 
the input voltage for the motor. 

The viscous damping in the slides and the actuator EMK are combined in one damping 
parameter bx. Coulomb friction is modelled because fiom initial step responses it is clear that 

RT Control: Back to Square One 8 
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for small input signals there is no movement. Also, the realized velocity for motion in 
x-direction is not linear in the input signal. 

3.2.1 Parameter estimation 
The identification of the inertia parameters a, p and m goes as follows. 
From the motor documentation it is known that the actuator plus the tacho generator weigh 
approximately 20 fig]. The link is believed to be about 70 figl and since the load mass is zero 
this gives for a 

a = mM+ mT + mL ~ 9 0  f ig] 

As stated before m is equal to a plus the inertia of actuator, tacho generator and transmission. 
The inertia of actuator and tacho, JAT , can be found in the motor documentation and is 
JAT = I .  36 e 3  figm2]. The transmission inertia can be derived from geometrical data but we 
have chosen not to do this and to rely on other means of identification. Hence, an initial 
estimate for m is 

m =a+ix  .JAT x175flgl 

With the link length 1 = 1 [m] the estimate for p is 

p= (mM -E 25/2mT) 1 x55 Bgm] 

2 

We have used step change tests for the initial estimation of the damping parameter bx and the 
Coulomb friction force Wx . For a non-rotating arm ( q j  = O )  steady state responses 
( 3  = O )  have been generated by feeding a constant input voltage U, to the actuators. When 
the steady state of the response is reached, the sign of the input voltage is changed to check 
whether there are direction dependent friction effects. 

For a non-rotating arm, the equation of motion in x , in a steady state situation, is 

b, X+W, =i, M ,  

where the input torqueMx is defined by .. 

KT M ,  =-u, x 
The Coulomb friction force is modelled by 

w, = K, sign (X) 

where Kx is the maximum value of the friction force. 

The step change experiment as described above has been done for two levels of Mx . This 
yields two equations in the unknown parameters bx and KX 

b, X, + K, sign ( X , )  =i, M,,] 
b, X, + K, sign(2,) =i, 

where X, and X2 are the steady state velocities for respectively M,,, and 
relations for bx and KX are given by 

. Hence, the 
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In Figure 3.2 X is plotted against time for M ,  = 1 U f l m ]  and M ,  = 15 mm]. 

I I 
Figure 3.2.a: Velocity for Mx = I O INmJ 

~ 0.2 

- 0.1 

E o -  

. 
z 

s -0.1 \ 
-0.2 . 

-0.3 - 
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-0.5 ~ 

0.5 i 1.5 
t IS1 

Figure 3.2.b: Velocity forMx = 15 mrn] 
From the pictures it is clear that the offset voltage has been compensated (no velocity for zero 
input) so sign dependent differences in the speed can be attributed to direction dependent 
damping and friction. Besides, it can be seen that direction dependent effects are hardly an 
issue. The steady state velocity X, = O. 27 [m/s] and X2 = O. 42 [m/s]. This gives for bx and KX 

bx c33. i, f ls/m] 
Kx cl. ix m] 
3.2.2 Extended Kalman filtering 
Another way to identifj the parameters is the use of an Extended Kalman filter. The underlying 
theory can be found in [6]. Here, we will just describe some implementation specific aspects. 
One reason for implementing this filter is that we want to verify the earlier determined 
parameter values. Another reason is that we want to find out whether such a filter could 
succesfully be used in an on-line situation. If so, the parameters are updated on-line and, for 
example, direction dependent friction can be easily tackled. We can, under practical 
circumstances, not guarantee that the input is persistently exciting. This may very well cause 
problems. if for example the desired aeeeleraikm is often ZHG, the iner& pzrmeteïs x e  
almost impossible to estimate and Coulomb and viscous friction parameters cannot be adapted 
separately. 

The equation of motion in x for the non-rotating arm is 

mX=-b, X-W,+F, 

With state vector = [x, X] and scalar input u = Fx , this equation can be written in state 
space notation as 2 = S(g, u). To avoid problems with the discontinuity in the describing 
function for the Coulomb fiction this friction is modelled by a sat function in stead of a sign 
function, resulting in 

where vx is a small velocity. 
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In the filteralgorithm the state is augmented with the parameters m, bx and KX , so 

x, = [ x,21-,m,bx,K,] - Then g m  = (zm, u)  where (for reasons of notational simplicity we will use in stead of 
X m  ): 

E(1) = x(2) 

~ " ( 2 )  = -(-x(4)x(2) - x(5) sat (x(2)j + M ,  ) 
x(3) 

C(3) = E(4) = C(5) = o 

y = r ( x )  =X(i) 

1 ,  

Only the position x(1) is measured, so the output relation is 

For the filter algorithm the derivative A of Z (3 , u) and the derivative C of r (X, with respect 
to x are required.The non zero elements of these matrices are 

A(1,2) = 1 
A(2,3) = - E(2)/x(3) 
A(2,4) = - ~ ( 2 )  / ~ ( 3 )  

x(2) '1 
A(2,5) = --ca'sat(---J/x(3) 

V X  

C(1,l) = 1 

where dsat( v/vx ) , with v =x(2) , is defined by 

Other implementation specific quantities are the covariance matrices for the measurements 
SV and for the estimated states SI . The values chosen are three times the expected deviation. 
The scalar value Sv is then 3 * 4 e-5 (4  e" is the signal period of the translational optical 
encoder). For SI only estimates can be used since the states are unknown but from the initial 
parameter estimation we have a fairly good idea of their magnitude. 

5'1 is chosen as a diagonal matrix with diagofial elements (3e", 5e2, 3e', 3e" ). 

A result of Kalman filter parameter estimation is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3.a: Actuator torque Mx Figure 3.3.b: Adaptation of m. 
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151 

I I  
?gure 3.3.c: Adaptation of bx. Figure 3.3.2 Adaptation of Kx . 

Some remarks regarding the results: 

0 The results have been obtained with measurements from an experiment, the step change test 
as described before, since we are interested in implementing this way of parameter 
adaptation in an on-line situation. 

0 The value of the covariances for the parameters in SI had to be enlarged because there was 
hardly any convergence with the values chosen in the previous section. 

0 From similar experiments is concluded that the magnitude and sign of the initial errors have 
a large influence on the estimation. 

0 Although residuals may be small (same order as the resolution of the encoder used) this is 
no guarantee that the parameters converge to a value with a physical meaning. 

0 It is hard to adapt Coulomb and viscous friction separately but the combined friction force 
converges very well. 

For other input signals the remarks above remain valid. The objective of the Kalman filter is to 
minimize the residuals (difference between state 3 and estimated state E). As said before, we 
can, under practical circumstances, not guarantee that the input is persistently exciting. This 
means that parameter values may not be important to minimize residuals. In such situations, 
parameter values cannot be estimated properly. 

The updated parameter values used in the implementation are: 

bx: 34 ix /Ns/m/ 
Kx: 0.7ix /N] 

m : 1.4 ix figJ 
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3.3 Rotation 
This section normally would be largely the same as the previous one but to avoid repetition we 
will only present results and rotation specific matters. 

For the initial estimation of damping and Coulomb fìiction parameters we neglect the 
flexibility in the transmission, so k -+ 03 and qA =i, 9, with the gear ratio i@ 2180 [-j. 
The "reduced model" that follows (see Appendix B) is given by 
J R  @ + 2 ~ @ +b, s 7AT A ,f 

t Y Y m  =:'", 

where 2 ,u X @ is the Coriolis force, bm . @ is the damping force and W,  is the Coulomb 
friction force.The reduced mass moment of inertia JR can be expressed in the inertia 
parameters a , /? and y and the inertia of actuator and tach0 generator JAT : 

J~ = ( J A T i O z + J )  ; ~ = y - ~ ~ x + a x ~  

3.3.1 Initial parameter estimation 
We have used step change tests for the initial estimation of the damping parameter b m  and the 
Coulomb fìiction force Wm . For a non-translating arm ( X = O) with the center of gravity of 
the arm at x = 0 , steady state responses (q  =O) have been generated by feeding a constant 
input voltage UN, to the actuators. When the steady state of the response is reached, the sign 
of the input voltage is changed to check whether there are direction dependent friction effects. 

For the non-translating arm, the equation of motion in q , in a steady state situation, is 

b, @ +wm = 

where the input torque Mm is defined by 
KT Mm =i@-uNO 
R 

The Coulomb fiiction force is modelled by 

W, = Km sign (@) 

where Ke is the m d m m  vahe of the friction force. 

The step change experiment as described above has been done for two levels of Mm .This 
yields two equations in the unknown parameters b , and Km 

b, @I +Km sign(@J =Mm,1 
b, 4 2  + Km sign (42) = Mm.2 

where el and @2 are the steady state angular velocities for respectively 
Hence, the relations for bm and K m  are given by 

and . 

In Figure 3.4 4 is plotted against time for M, = 10 i@ INm/ andMm = 15 pm]. 
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Tigure 3.4.a: Velocity for A4m = 10 icp /NmJ Figure 3.4.b: Velocity forMm = 15 icp/NmJ 

The steady state velocity “0.56 [rads] and @2 x U. 36 [rads]. This gives for b m  and K m  

b NN 25 io /Nms/rad] 
K m  1 io/Nm] 

By comparing the step responses for the translation and rotation it is clear that the model used 
for the rotation is not elaborate enough to incorporate all sigrilficant dynamics. Apparently the 
flexibility in the transmission between the actuator and the turntable can not be neglected. This 
flexibility is taken into account in the so-called extended model (see Appendix B)  with three 
generalized coordinates being x, p (turntable) and pA (actuator). 

3.3.2 Extended model 
The flexible joint is modelled as a torsional spring and viscous damper with spring constant 
k and damping b. The gear ratio i, = q j  / @ A  is given by io = 180 [-I. 

The viscous and Coulomb friction parameters for respectively the actuator and the turntable 
are boAv , WoA and bov , Wo. The equations of motion in x, p and p~ are given by 

where the damping parameter b and the input MOA are defined by 

For the equation in x we refer to Section 3.2 

3.3.3 Parameter estimation 
As stated before there are quite a few matters to keep in mind if a Kalman filter is applied for 
parameter identification. With the extended model we experienced severe parameter drift, 
parameter redundancy and difficulties in identi+g the components of J. The reason for this is 
that even for trajectories which are expected to contain enough information (such as a sine 
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function) it is virtually impossible to adapt y,/?and a separately. As a result we could not get 
useful results with an extended Kalman filter: the parameter adaptation is either not repeatable 
(e.g. different initial errors yield entirely different values for the parameters), the parameters 
converge to a value without physical meaning or do not converge at all. Hence, we have 
decided to use a plug-in simulator. The simulator results are compared with experimental data 
and the parameter values are adapted manually to get comparable responses. To avoid 
deterioration of this trial-and-error process we need a fairly good idea of the parameter values 
to start with. 

a ,p and JAT are known and their values are: 

a ~ 9 0  PgJ; p ~ 5 5  flgm]; JAT = 1.36 e-3 Bgm2/ 

The relation for y is: 

y=JT + J T u ~  + m u l 2 +  P2mL12 

with J T  = mT l2 / I  2 x 6 flgm2] and JT- = mTum d T m  18 = 2.5 &gm2]. Therefore, the 
initial estimate for yis 

y=46flgm2] 

Parameter values for damping and Coulomb friction are known from the reduced model 
@a x25 i@ /îVms/rad] and Km x l  i@ f l m ]  ). Most of the damping in the extended model is 
caused by the EMF of the actuator and most of the Coulomb fnction is caused by the turntable. 
When taking into account the gear ratio iCp one gets estimates for the parameter values bo, KCp 

2 

jb@A and K@A : 

bCpv : O /Nms/rad' 
KO:  1. iCp[Nmj 
bQA : 25 / i C p  JNms/rad] 
KQA: O/Nm] 

What remains to be identified are the values for the spring constant k and the damping b. In 
earlier research there is no consensus about their value, apart from the fact that the 
transmission is stiff ( k = O (IO') /ïì?m/rad] ). Therefore, we have to deduce values for k and 
b from system responses. 

In Figure 3.5 the relevant part of a step response for the non-translating arm (i = O), 
MX = 15Wm] andx = O ,  so J =  y, is shown. 

-0.62l ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 

t IS1 

Figure 3.5: Part of stepresponse q. 
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From Figure 3.5 it can be concluded that for the time constant ZOT of the transmission holds 
ZDT NN O. 07 [SI. The damped eigenfrequency WDT is WDT = 2?r/rDT [radsJ. Furthermore, the 
relative damping Iu;. is approximated by ,& = O. 25 1-1 . The undamped eigenfrequencye is 
then WT = oDT . (1 - ,& ) 
spring constant k and damping b. 

2 -0.5 . From the values for WT and ,& we can compute estimates for 

@(SI We will do this by looking at the denominator of the transfer function H(s)  = 
(’j ‘ 

For the derivation ofH(sj we refer to Appendix C. Ine damphg iemi b, +i,’ b, c m  imt be 
neglected but, for the initial estimates for k and b , we use the approximation €or Iu;. and 
assume b, +i,’ b, = O. 

For the denominator of H(s) this gives 
’ 2  

I @  JAT y 
S’ (s’ +(bs+k) J T )  ; JT = Y 
Apart from the poles that represent the motion as a rigid body the denominator is of the form 
s2 + 2 pT or s+ UT . JT is the mass moment of inertia of the transmission and is given by 

JT =22 /kgm2] 

The parameter values for k and b are given by 

k = JT oT2 =22.922 a1.9e’ Ihrm/vad] 
b = 2 p W, JT = 2. O, 25.92.22 

With the parameter values found we can now compare the simulation results with experimental 
data and thus veri@ the model and its parameters. For comparability we have used the same 
input signal as in earlier experiments but the results hold for other input signals as well. 

1 e3 [Nms/rad] 

0.8 

i 
0.5 1 1 5 

-0.8 

t I 4  

Figure 3.6.a: Stepresponse p. 

t IS1 

Figure 3.6. b: Stepresponse p~ . 

As can be seen in Figure 3.6 the model describes the dynamics of the RT-robot adequately. It 
must be noted that the parameter values as given before are slightly adapted to obtain a better 
fit. An overview of the estimated and adapted values is: 
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Parameter Unit Estimated value 
a kg 90 

Y kPm2 46 
P kgm 55 

Adapted value 
90 
55 
50 

JAT 

b w  
b @A 

K<pA O 0.15 
' 1.9e5 2. 02 

kgm2 1.36e" I .  2e-j 
Nms/rad O O 
Nms/rad 0.14 0.14 

k Nmhaa , 

b Nms/rad I l.0e3 

3.4 Miscellaneous 
In this section we will discuss some matters that do not really belong in any of the earlier 
sections. 

3.4.1 Working area 
For both coordinates x and p the working area is limited by HALL switches. For the translation 
this is done to prevent collisions with the physical end effectors but for the rotation it is the 
only way to prevent the cables flom winding up. The working area has been determined by 
using the counters of the IK1 1 O board. 

Since the resolution has electronically been enhanced by a factor 200 the respective signal 
periods of the counters need to be divided by this factor. For the x-coordinate the maximum 
value is 3e6 counts = 3e6. 4e-' / 200 = O. 6 [m] . This implies a severe limitation since the 
length I of the link is given by I = 1 [mj . Furthermore, the rotation 9 is restricted to 
maximally 3eG counts = 3e6 .27r /( 200.20200) = 4.7 [rad] = 270 O .  

Hence, the working area is: -0.3 [m] < x < O. 3 [m], -135 "< p < 135 4 

3.4.2 Influence of working area on J and C ~ T  

With the known bounds on x the minimum and maximum values for J = y - 2px + a x2 can 
be computed. Because J = J(x) is minimal for - 2,6 +2a ,Y =O , i.e. for x = p / a 4 . 6 [ m ] ,  
the minimum value for J is not within the working area. 

The maximum value for J = J(x), within the working area, occurs for x = -0.3 [m]. This value 
determines the lowest eigenfrequency of the transmission: 

The mass moment of inertia of the transmission JT is then 

io2 JAT J 
J+iD2 JAT 

JT = NN 32[kgm2] 

which gives for the lowest eigenfrequency OT 
7 

k 
coT = Jz = 75 [radhl. 
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3.4.3 Achievable velocity 
One of the design specifications of the RT-robot is the velocity it should be able to attain. For x 
this is I [ d s ]  while for 9 it is given by n / 2  [rad/]. 

If the offset voltage Uow is neglected the relation between the generated torque M' and the 
DA input value CODE is 

-M, =- (KO_ .CODE) KT 
R 

with torque constant KT = 0. 244 [Nm/A] , terminal resistance R = 0. 46 [Q], overall gain 
KA= = O. 031 pl. Furthermore, CODE is in the range [-2048, 20481. 

Hence, the maximum generated torque is MM MAX = 34 [Nm]. 

The parameter values for the damping for x and, for the reduced model, forp are respectively 
bx = 34 i, ~ s / ' .  and b <PR = 25 i@ [Nmdrad]. 
For the maxllnum velocities this results in Xu =i, MN,- / b ,  = I [mh]. In p direction it 
follows that 6- =i&ì4N,-v / bQR = n/ 2 [rad/s]. 
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4. Control 

4.1 Introduction 
Present day robots should be lightweight constructions to reduce the necessary driving torques 
and to enable faster responses. The assumption that all links and joinîs are rigid often does not 
hold anymore and this can cause stability problems if the flexibiiity is neglected in the design 
of the controller. In the case ofthe RT-robot the eiasticity in the transmission is caused by a 
design flaw. The problem is that one only has two inputs (Fx , Mm ) to control the three 
generalized coordinates (x, 9 and qA ). Because in this case the flexibility is small (the 
transmission is quite stiff) and because we want to design a simple controller we will use the 
reduced model for controller design. 

4.2 Reduced model 
The reduced model (see Appendix B ) consists of two non linear equations in the coordinates x 
a n d q :  

m X - p @ 2 + b x x + W x = F x  

J R @ + 2 p i @ + b m @ + W m  =Mm 

To design the controller the equations are linearized and the Coulomb friction forces are 
omitted for now. This yields for x and 9 the decoupled equations 

mX+b,X=F, 
J m @ + b m @ =  M~ ; J~ = ( J ~ ~  iD2 +y -2p xL +a x L 2 )  

in which JRL is the reduced mass moment of inertia, linearized in a stationary working point xL 
In the design of the controller we will see how the choice for xL affects the gain matrices of the 
controller. By linearizing the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are neglected. Since these forces 
are small the expected error is small as well but we can compensate them in the controller, if 
necessary. 

The earlier detemiir-ed parameter vahes are m = 1.4 i, &fig], bx = 34 ix -Ns/m] and 
bm = 25 i, I;i\rms/rad]. 

4.3 Controller 
To obtain a simple, easy to implement, controller we use control laws with proportional and 
differential action and with compensation of the damping. For the inputs FX and Mm this 
results in 

F, =b, i, - Kpx ( x - x D )  - KDx (i -iD) 

Mrn =b, PD * - K ~ , ( P - P D ) - K D , ( + @ D )  

where xD = xD ( i  and pD = 
rotation. With these control laws the error equations of the controlled system are 

(0 represent the desired trajectories for the translation and the 

më, +(bx + K,) ex +Kpx e ,  =mxD 
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JRL ë, +(b, + KDo) i@ + Kpo e, = JRL p D  
With trajectory tracking errors e, = x D  - x and e, = qD - q . 

If values for the undamped eigenfrequency (wx , respectively wo) and relative damping 
(px and /?@) are chosen, the control gains can be determined from 

4.4 Controller eains 
Although the expressions for the controller gains for x and q look very similar there is an 
important difference with respect to the freedom in choosing these gains. The eigenfrequency 
ox can be chosen in a large range because the lowest eigenfrequency of the unmodelled 
dynamics is quite high. Since we use the reduced model for the design of the controller for the 
rotation we neglect the flexibility in the transmission. This implies that the eigenfrequencyw, 
should be chosen considerably lower than the eigenfrequency UT of the transmission. 

The most unfavourable working point xL is where the inertia JRL is smallest, i.e. for 
xL = O. 3 [m] (the upper limit of the working area). 

We also have to take into account that the working point xL , and thus the value of JRL , 
influences the eigenfrequency c-r of the transmission. For the lower limit of the working area 
( xL = -0.3 [in] ) Ja is largest. The reduced mass of inertia of the transmission also has its 
maximum value at this point so the eigenfiequency of the transmission is lowest in this 
point: 

With a sample frequency fs = 200 /Hz] the maximum acceptable value for 
35 [rads]. For higher sample frequencies, w p  can be chosen higher but this is not 
recommended. The choice for mx is only restricted by& but since the torque delivered by the 
actuators is limited we have chosen wx = 50 [rad/s]. 

When ,& = Psp = 1 this gives for the controller gains: 

Kpx =wx2 m = 502. 1.4 i, = 3500 ix P / m ]  
KD? - 2 P , , / K - b ,  - = 2 i , , / m - 3 4 i x  =106ix P d m ]  

Kp@ =w<p(m,w) JRL,MIN = 3.S2. 0.5 i@ = 612.5 io /7?m/rad] 
K,,, = 2 P D , / z - b a R  = 2 i Q , / m - 2 5 i Q  = 10 i ,  mmdradl 

is about 

2 

4.5 Controller performance 
In both simulation and experiment we consider simultaneous motion in x and q direction, so 
apart from Coulomb fr-iction, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are disturbances as well. 
At t = O [s] the system is at rest with x = O [m] and 9 = O [Fad]. The desired trajectories for x 
and p are given by X D  = O. 1 sin(3. t) [rn] and pD = O. 1 sin(3. t) [rad]. The samplefi-equencyfs 
and the controller gains are as in the previous section. 
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4.5.1 Simulator 

I 
~~ 

x i o3  
0.5, 

g -2 

.. . “:/P -3 

Figure 4.1.a: Translation tracking error ex Figure 4.1, b: Rotation tracking error ea 

Apart from the expected error due to the initial conditions the error is also quite large when the 
velocity changes sign, i.e for t N n/6 [SI. 

0.4, I 

I 
1 1 5  

-0.4 i 
0.5 

t IS1 

Figure 4.2.a: Reaiized veIocity vx 
I 

Fgure 4.2. b: Realized velocity va 

For both coordinates the manipulator sticks when the velocity changes sign. This can be 
largely attributed to the stick-slip character of Coulomb friction. It must be concluded that 
Coulomb friction should be compensated for in the control laws. Hence, it is of little use to 
present experiment results here for the laws without friction compensation. 

4.6 Compensation of Coulomb friction 
Friction compensation based on the sign of the velocity is often not suitable because the 
computation of the velocity is not error free, especially when the desired velocity is small. This 
causes chattering in the control input and leads to deterioration of the tracking error.We 
therefore chose to model Coulomb friction as a sat function: 

with small, positive Y, and V~ . 
Although the performance is significantly better if Coulomb friction is compensated as 
described there are still some problems when the desired velocity changes sign but the 
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computed velocity does not, or vice versa. To circumvent this we use the desired velocity in 
stead of the estimated velocity in the Coulomb fiction model, so 

When using the desired velocity the sign function can be used as well in stead of sat. The 
results are shown in the following pictures: 

4.6.1 Simulator 
x 10'3 

0.5 i 

t IS1 

Figure 4.3.a: Translation tracking error ex Figure 4.3.b: Rotation tracking error eo 

As can be seen in Figure 4.3 the controller performance is significantly better if Coulomb 
friction is compensated. 
The oscillation in the error signal e@ can be attributed to the flexibility in the transmission. As 
the desired trajectory is smooth at this point the elasticity itself is not the problem but the 
turntable lags due to the Coulomb fiction in the bearings of this table, which cannot be 
compensated. This causes vibrations. Performance can be improved somewhat by 
overcompensating the actuator fiction but since this is very much a trial-and-error situation 
we have chosen not to do this. 
For completeness it is mentioned that with a resetting integrator which is only active in a small 
velocity region around zero similar results can be achieved. 

4.6.2 Experiment 
I I I I 

I I 

Figure 4.4.a: Translation tracking error ex 

I 
0.5 i 1.5 

t ($1 

Figure 4.4.b: Rotation tracking error eo 
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In all prior experiments the model described the RT dynamics adequately which resulted in 
similar responses for the simulator and the actual robot. In this experiment however the 
tracking error, for velocities around zero, is significantly larger than the error predicted by the 
simulator. This especially is true for e @ .  This is not surprising since the allowable value form0 
is smaller than that for mx , so disturbance rejection is worse. 

The deterioration of the tracking error can be attributed to the brush contact loss voltage 
?& LW]. TIE msgnitde ofthe voltage loss is believed to be 

UB = 1.8 sign(&) 

in which U’ p’ is the input voltage of the actuator. 

Due to the stick-slip character of Coulomb friction, based on responses alone it is impossible 
to get conclusive proof of the actual amount of brush contact loss voltage. One could measure 
it directly at the actuator by blocking the actuator shaft and measure the actuator current, with 
the help of a shunt resistor. The current remains zero for -UB < UN < UB . Alternatively, one 
could use one of the digital U0 lines of the DT28 1 1 board and measure the actuator current 
with the shunt in the power section of the amplifiers. 

4.7 Torch Burn Task 
In this section the performance of the controller is studied With the RT-robot performing a more 
specific industrial manufacturing task, such as torch burning. The trajectory, as shown in 
Figure 4.5, is also used on the control laboratory xy-table and is chosen as a benchark for 
more complex controllers which could be developed for the RT-robot in füture research. 

The sample frequency and the controller gains are the same as in the previous sections, so 
fs = 200 F z J ,  = Po = 1, mx = 50 [rad/’], ma = 35 [rad/s]. We chose the trajectory as 
large as the, especially in x-direction, limiting working area allows. 

0.3 ~ 

0.25 . 
0.2 - 

0.15 - 

0.1 ~ 

0.05 - 

0 -  

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
-0.05 

I I 
Figure 4.5: Trajectory in carthesian coordinates 
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4.7.1 Simulator 
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Figure 4.6.a: Translation tracking error ex 

4.7.2 Experiment 
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Figure 4.6.b: Rotation tracking error eo 
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Figure 4.7. b: Rotation tracking error eo 

As can be seen in the pictures the tracking errors for the simulation and the experiment are 
comparable. The errors in the experiment are larger but this is to be expected because of the 
aforementioned brush contact loss voltage. The difference in performance for a, around 
t = 9[s] however can not be explained by the flexibility in the transmission or the voltage loss. 
It is caused by the fact that the required torque for the desired acceleration can not be 
generzted. This can be seen in Figure 4.8 where the computed torque and the realized torque 
(horizontal line) are plotted. 

120, I 

I 
Figure 4.8: Computed and clipped torque for p. 
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5 .  TCE 

5. I Introductìon 
This chapter is named after a collection of software modules which implements basic tools for 
control experiments. The control software of the RT-robot relies heavily on these TCE (Tools 
for Control Experiments) modules. When making a TCE implementzition for a new 
experimental (or simuiationj environment there are Uiree leveis that can be áiscerned, i.e. the 
USER, the LOW and the INIPLEMENTAïïON level. We Will not go into the TCE modules in great 
detail (see [lo] for more documentation), but we will describe (part of) the RT implementation. 

5.2 User level 
This is the only level the casual user is concerned with. 
He can just use any of the sample programs (RT1.C is an example of a feedforward program 
while RT2.C is a control program) and alter it to meet his specific demands. 
The structure of most user programs is the same: 

Function PROLOG 
PROLOG calls MATLAB oriented exchange functions from TCE module ml-. Furthermore, 
functions from module ts- are called, which handle time series data in a time critical 
environment. 
In PROLOG functions of the ml- module are used to get data like sample rate or controller gains 
from a MATLAB .MAT file. Using ts- functions t h e  series, such as reference trajectory data, 
are loaded and time series initialization is done for output variables. 

Function RUN 
This function runs the experiment using functions from modules exp- and ts- as well as the 
user's own fùnctions. After initialization with exp-init, measurements are fetched by expxet 
and time series data is loaded ( ts_get-uZZ ). The user's functions can, for example, compute the 
required torques which are presented to the actuators by expqut. Output data is put into 
memory by tsqut-all and expjni  ends the experiment. 

Function EPILOG 
Data, Îor example collected t h e  series, is stoïed h a .MAT file, to be read by MATLAl3. 

5.3 Low level 
This level is the most implementation dependent one as the information on the peripheral 
devices such as DA converters and the measurement system is translated into software. This 
results in a number of functions grouped in the file EX-RT~T.C  

5.3.1 Outputting commands to actuators 
Based on the DT28 1 1 documentation [ 13. 
The DA input values are shifted to a bipolar range. Through bit operators the low and the high 
bytes of the I2  bit values are then written in the appropriate DA registers. As soon as the high 
byte is clocked in, conversion starts. The DA converters generate a voltage which is then 
amplified and fed to the actuators. 
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The HALL switches are monitored by îhe DT28 11 board as well. Two routines respectively read 
the digital input port and mask the data to enable interpretation. 

5.3.2 Fetching measurements 
Based on the IK1 10 documentation [SI and IK1 10 demonstration software [7]. 
The most important functions are the ones that initialize the measurement system (with on 
request zero indexing), fetch encoder values and either start or stop the counters. 

5.4 Implementation level 
On this level the link between the low level functions and the application programs is made for 
either the experimental or the simulation environment. 

5.4.1 Experiment 
The TCE exp- module implements the three key features of running experiments: fetching 
measurements, outputting commands and timing. 
The file EXP_RT~EXP-RT.C defines lower level exp--functions for the RT-robot experiment and 
creates a complete exp--intefiace for applicatfon programs. This means that the low level 
functions as described before are made fit for TCE interfacing by using them in standard 
interface functions. 
Em-RT.DEF defines standard and specific -exp- values for the RT-robot setup, such as 
measurement system resolutions and parameter values for the reduced model. 

5.4.2 Simulator 
The TCE plug-in simulator is implemented in SIM-RT\SIM-RT.C 
The full model of the RT-robot including the flexibility in the transmission and Coulomb 
fiction is implemented. The simulator consists of three main parts: 
In the experiment definition part some of the parameters of EZ-RT.DEF are used, so be 
cautious when changing them. 
The simulator definition part contains the parameters of a simulation model, such as masses 
and viscous fiction parameters. 
The equations of motion are defined in the simulator implementation part. 

Apart from output such as 'measurements', the simulator, on request, generates report (.RPT) 
and log (.LOG) files. The logfiles record, amongst others, discontinuity and state information. 
The report files contain information about parameters, initial conditions, etcetera. When 
renaming a .RPT into a .DAT file, the data in the .DAT file will be used in the simulator instead 
of the data in the simulator definition part. 

5.4.3 Libraries 
The low level and interface level programs are, for both the experimental and the simulation 
environment, linked into libraries. These libraries are respectively called E~-RT~EX?-RT.LIB 
and SM-RT~SM-RT.LIB. 
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5.5 Miscellaneous 

5.5.1 Projects 
As the simulator and experimental environment use the same interface functions, it just 
depends on which libraries the user links with his program whether he runs an experiment or a 
simulation. 
In the user's environment (e.g. \usER\NAME) projects like RT2.PR.T can be created. In this 
project the aforementioned library \EXP-RT~EXP-RT.LIB and an appropriate TCE library 
(TCE11 .LIB) are linked with the user program RT2.C . This results in an executable file 
RT2.EXE which runs the experiment. 
By simply exchanging library \EXP_RT~EXP-RT.LIB for library \SIM-RT~IM-RT.LIB (project 
RT2S.PR.T) the user runs the simulation. 

As the projects are made in the user directory, in and output files as well as the .RPT and .LOG 
files will be found here. 

5.5.2 TCE 
Here we have neither mentioned any of the actual TCE files nor given a description of TCE 
functions. There is a good reason for this: all TCE implementations rely on those files so a 
casual user may never modify files in the \TCE directory as other users depend on them too. 

5.5.3 Programs 
Most of the programs used in this research can be found in the \TCE~XP-RT and \TCE\S~-RT 
directories. The user programs as well as in and output files are in \ USERLTOCHEM. For 
reference purposes these programs are fully documented. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Although it may seem advantageous to completely rely on earlier research it appears to be 
worthwile to veri@ some charcteristics of an experimental setup. In the case of the RT-robot 
simply pushing the manipulator by hand made clear that the amplifiers had an offset voltage 
and active circuitry. A voltage meter suflices to get a good input output relation for the sub- 
system consisting of DA-converters, fixed gain amplifiers and power amplifiers. 

It is advisable to use common sense when identifying parameter values. By just comparing 
two stepresponses with different input levels one gets a reasonably good idea of Viscous and 
Coulomb fiction parameters. To verie the parameter value for the viscous damping feed 
the maximum input signal to the actuators and check the maximum realized velocity. 

The brush contact Ioss voItage UB needs to be identified, regardless of the fact that this loss 
cannot be compensated in the controller. It can be measured directly by blocking the 
actuator shaft and, with the help of a shunt resistor, measuring the actuator current which 
stays zero €or -UB < UN < UB . Better is to use the digital I/o line ofthe DT28 11 board 
and measure the current using the shunt in the power section of the amplifier. The 
advantage of this approach is that the realized torque is known at all times. 

The back-lash in the transmission should, if possible, be removed. Although the gears are 
reportedly pre-tensioned it seems that they are in need of repair. 

Controllers that can handle the extra generalized coordinate pA should be implemented. 
Because of the very smooth trajectories used in earlier research the effect of the flexibility 
in the transmission was small but for more challenging trajectories, like the torch burn task, 
it is a nuisance. 

Because we could not get useful results with KaIman Filter estimation it seems worthwile to 
implement other strategies such as an adaptive controller. In our opinion the direction 
dependent effect of fiction is not so much the issue but the condition of the slides is. 

The TCE collection of software modules is found to be a valuable help when experimenting 
in a time critical environment. Everythuig from pre- and postprocessing to fetching 
measurements, outputting commands to actuators and timing is taken care of. This means 
what is left to do when making a TCE implemention for a new experimental environment is 
closely related to the experimental setup itself. 
The user can, with a little help, have the system up and running within a couple of hours 
rafaca can just concentrate on the control task at hand instead of, for example, building a 
MATLAB simulator. 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B 

Equations of motion 

I I 
Schematic drawing of the RT-robot 

The kinetic energy Tof the RT-robot is given by 

T=+ J~~ +A2 +$ [ y  - 2 p  x+a x2 ] 4 2 +$a x2 +$ J~~ 2 

where the contant inertia parameters a, p and yare defined by 

a =mM +m, +m, 
,û =(m, +amT) I 
~ = J ~ ~ + J ~  + ~ ~ + ( m ~ + $ m ~ ) l ~  

It is noted that JT is the central moment of inertia of the table inclusive the contribution of the 
motor and transmission for the motion in x-direction. Furthermore, the term JAT qjX2 is the 
contribution to the kinetic energy, due to the rotation of the rotor (and parts of the 
transmission) for the x-direction. It is assumed that the flexibility of this transmission may be 
neglected, so qjjX = i, i, where ix is the transmission ratio. Hence, the two last terms in the 
relation for T can be combined in one term $ m i 2  with 

m=a +i, JAT 

With the state vector g and the mass matrix A4 , defined by 

2 

the kinetic energy can be written as 
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where ,u = a x - p . The matrix C with Coriolis and centrifugal force terms, which arise 
because the inertia matrix is configuration dependent, is 

[ o --pi$ 01 
c = ~ M + + ( G - G ~ ) =  

From the motor model follows that the transmission torque on the rotor axis MT is 

where u is the radial velocity of the motor. 

Translation 
The transmission ratio i ,  = ex / X . This gives for the force on the link FxT = MT i,. When 
the viscous fiction force on the link is b ,  X and the Coulomb friction force on the link is Wx 
the equation of motion for the x-direction is 
m x - p @  2 +b,X+W,=Fx 

where the damping parameter bx and the input Fx are defined by 

+iX2 K KE 
R 

KT F, = i, - U ,  
R 

Rotation 
The tra~ismissioil ratio i, = qjA /eT where @T is the angular velocity between the transmission 
and the flexible joint. Looking at this part of the system from the motor the transmission is 
positioned before the flexible joint in which the torque MT is given by 

MT =-k(p -FT) -b (@-@T)  

The viscous and Coulomb friction parameters for respectively the actuator and the turntable 
are bOAv , W Q ~  and bov , Wo. The equations of motion are given by 

where the damping parameter bQA and the input Mo, are defined by 
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For controller design and initial parameter estimation we neglect the flexibility in the 
transmission, so k -+ co and i)A =i, i ) .  The "reduced model" that follows is given by 

- r W m  - l V L ,  ( y - 2 p x + a x  2 . 2  +1, 2 J A T ) ~ t 2 p ~ + + ~ m +  r , r zr  - B I  

where the damping parameter bm, , Coulomb fiction parameter Wm and the input Mm are 
defined by 

+io2 bGAY +io2 - 
R 

W, =W, +i, WGA 
Mm =i ,  RU,, KT 
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Transfer function H(s) 
The Viscous fnction parameters for respectively the actuator and the turntable are b@Av and 
bDV. Coulomb friction is neglected. For the non-translating arm, the equations of motion in 9 
and , at x=O, are given by 

where the damping parameter boA and the input MOA are defined by 

( K T K E )  
b@A = b@AV +- R 

Laplace transformation of the equations of motion yields 

Elimination of @A (s) gives 

{ [ (y s2 +b,, s) +(bs+k)] . [ io2  JAT s2 +io2 bOA s+(bs+k) ]  - ( b s + k ) 2 } @ ( s )  

=i, (b  s + k )  AfmA (s) 

Ordering of this equation with respect to powers of s yields 

‘io2 y JAT S3 Yb,  +io2 JAT b, +(y +i,’  JA,)^] S 2  + 
S [i,’boVb,, + k ( y  +i,’JAT)+6(bOv +i,’b,)]s+ i 

b@A) 

Bi ( s )  =i, (b  s + k )  MDA ( 3 )  

The pole s=O arises because there is no restriction on the position of the system. The remaining 
third order system can be split into a first and a second order system. Furthermore, for the 
frequency of the oscillations in the step response, the first order system is of no influence. The 
damping term b, +io2 b, can not be neglected but has no consequences for the undamped 
eigenfrequency 
is affected by the damping term but we neglect this effect and use the approximation for f i ,  
from the step response, for the initial estimates for k and b. 

ofthe oscillations which is given by OT e92 IyadLs]. The relative damping 
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